Tour report: ROTSE3b at Mcdonald observatory (Aug. 58 2009)

Visitors: Carl, Fang, Shashi & Weikang
Following are the details of the tasks performed by us during the visit to the site.

A. Secondary mirror cleaning : take off and put back
1. Log into 'rush' and run 'fsync' to retract the focus motor. This should be down before
taking off the second mirror.
2. Use 'killrotse' to shutdown the system and turn off the power supply if necessary. The
Telescope can be moved freely as long as the mount controller box is powered off.
3. Loose the screw (circled in blue) joining the focusmotor to the inner baffle in the top
part of the telescope and take it out, remind do not touch the other screws especially
the two screws circled in green and red. Meanwhile make sure that the electrical wire
of the focus motor is tied appropriately to the body of the Telescope during the
process).

4. Open the three sets (circled in blue) of screws (total 6) connected to the internal
portion of OTA to hold the secondary mirror assembly (SMA) to the rest of the
Telescope system.
5. After opening the screws, move the SMA a bit up and tilt it by 20 degrees (step 1), the

bottom part should come out first (step 2). Take SMA out carefully from the OTA.
6. Keep the it at a clean place and blowup the dust on the mirror by compressed CO2, or
other processing that is necessary.
7. When putting SMA back, tilt it in the same position which we did to take it out then
put the screws back to fix it properly.
8. Put the focus motor back, screw it properly.

B. Secondary mirror alignment
1. This process requires to check the alignment of the mirrors which can be checked
by looking at the real images taken by the system. You may need image viewer
tools such as ds9.
2. Log into 'rush', sync the Telescope with 'rsync w' command then move it to a
certain position with 'rmove' command and expose it for a certain amount of time
(let us say for 5 sec).
[observer@rotse3b ~]$ rush
rush> rinit
Using observatory file: /rotse/run/etc/observatory.conf
using ipc_key= 1628108067
rush> rmode manual
setting mode to 2
rush>rsync w
rush> rmove r 17 00 00 d 30 00 00
moving to: ra= 255.00000 dec=
30.00000 J2000.0
rush> rexpose t 5 n test
expose command sent: time = 5.00, name = test

3. Open the image in ds9. Stars in the image should look like a doughnutshaped
being defocused, which is exactly what we want (if stars appear as a point
source, use 'fmove' command to change the focus, make the image to be de
focused and stars shape as doughnut). Any deviation from the uniform doughnut
indicates about the misalignment of the optics system. For example, in the below
image, the doughnut appears brighter in bottomright side. Our aim is to adjust

the second mirror to make the star appears as a uniform doughnut. The flat
secondary mirror is glued with INVAR with a thick bolt in the center (circled in
red) and 3 smaller screws (circled in blue with label 1,2,3) in the back of the
INVAR. These three screws provides a 6dimensional movement of the secondary
mirror to get the alignment. It is required to not to touch the main thick bold for
the alignment related adjustments.
4. By applying trailanderror method to tweak the screws one by one at a particular
angle and direction tells about the nature of the alignment in the respective images
obtained. After tweaking the screws, take an exposure and check the image how
stars move in the image and whether it improves. A set of commands to get this
job done is as follows. Repeat the “rexpose” and playing with the 3 screws unless
you achieve the alignment of a certain standard. A rule for playing with this is
that: the stars should move against the bright side. For example, here the bright
side is bottomright, so order to improve the image, after tweaking screws, the
stars should move upleft.

[observer@rotse3b ~]$ rush
rush> rstand
moving to standby position
rush>

rshift d 150

Changing ra by 0.000000, changing dec by 150.000000
rush> rmove r 17 00 00 d 30 00 00 n
autofocus”)
moving to: ra=

255.00000 dec=

('n' option means “no

30.00000 J2000.0

rush> rexpose t 5 n test
expose command sent: time = 5.00, name = test
rush> rstand
moving to standby position
rush> rshift d 150
Changing ra by 0.000000, changing dec by 150.000000
rush> rmove r 17 00 00 d 30 00 00 n
moving to: ra=

255.00000 dec=

30.00000 J2000.0

rush> rexpose t 5 n test
expose command sent: time = 5.00, name = test
…...

For ROTSE3b the movement of the 3 screws gives the following effects.
Turning No. 1 screw by clockwise : Moves the stars up, and left a little bit.
Turning No. 2 screw by clockwise : Moves the stars left, and up a little bit.
Turning No. 3 screw by clockwise : Moves the stars down and right.
So, it is clear that, by choosing a proper combination one can have a clear idea about the
respective roles of the 3 screws as per their movements. For example, here we want the
stars move up and left a bit, so we can choose 1:) tweak screws No.1 and No.2 a little bit,
both clockwise, or, 2:) tweak screws No.3, counterclockwise.
An acceptable image is shown here, stars should appear as a uniform doughnut.

C. Focusadjustments
1.Now its time to adjust the focus position of the Telescope. As it is a function of the
elevation of the Telescope and the ambient temperature. Take a certain set of images of
the same exposure time by changing the focus position, for example from 3.0 to 4.0 after
a gap of 0.2, and look at the images for the focused one. For example the commands to
get the process done is as follows(before taking the image, it is better to run 'rmove' again
without 'n' option) :
rush> rmove r 17 00 00 d 30 00 00

moving to: ra=

255.00000 dec=

30.00000 J2000.0

rush> fmove r 3.0 w ; rexpose t 5 n testfocus w; fmove r
rexpose t 5 n testfocus w; fmove r 3.4 w ; rexpose
testfocus w; fmove r 3.6 w ; rexpose t 5 n testfocus w;
3.8 w ; rexpose t 5 n testfocus w; fmove r 4.0; rexpose
testfocus w

3.2 w ;
t 5 n
fmove r
t 5 n

2. Once find the roughly best focus position (for example around 3.8), repeat the process
near the best focus and decrease the gap (let us say 0.02). Find the exactly best focus
position by visual inspection to the images.
rush> rmove r 17 00 00 d 30 00 00
moving to: ra=

255.00000 dec=

30.00000 J2000.0

rush> fmove r 3.72 w ; rexpose t 5 n testfocus w; fmove r 3.74
; rexpose t 5 n testfocus w; fmove r 3.76 w ; rexpose t 5
testfocus w; fmove r 3.78 w ; rexpose t 5 n testfocus w; fmove
3.8 w ; rexpose t 5 n testfocus w; fmove r 3.82; rexpose t 5
testfocus w; fmove r 3.84 w ; rexpose t 5 n testfocus w; fmove
3.86 w ; rexpose t 5 n testfocus w

w
n
r
n
r

3. If the bestfocus obtained in this way is towards the limiting values (e.g. 3.8 or 4.2), we
need to place it somewhere within a range (usually within 3.0  4.0) to accommodate the
possible effects due to temperature and elevation during the Telescope run. To do this,
again it is required to play with the 3 screws in a fashion so that we can get the desired
effect. Note that, it is required to move all the 3 screws in the same direction and by same
angle to avoid the misalignment and to achieve the proper offset in the focus reading.
The thumbrule to move the screws is as follows:
25mm is equivalent to 40 turns, so to change the focus by 1mm requires a change of
40/25 = 1.6 turns. So, if we need to put the focus position from 4.2 to 3.7; this would
require a change of 0.5 mm i.e. 0.5*1.6 ~ 0.8 turns ~ 288 degrees in clockwise direction.
(decrease the focus position make the second mirror far away from the primary mirror, so
tweak the three screws clockwise can push the second mirror toward the primary mirror
in order to compensate. Note that if temperature increase, it will also increase the focus
position).
4.After this, you'd better take another set of images to check whether the focus position is
exactly where you want.

5. Finally, we need to apply the offset to the focusmodel file for the new position of the
focus to update it. The detail have been give by Fang in the follow link for 3a:
•

http://mcba11.phys.unsw.edu.au/~mcba/ROTSE_hardware_manual.html

•

First of all, you should delete the /rotse/data/pipeline/prod/focus_update.dat,
which is a small adjustment from mini-focus run. Run "rhup schierd", so the
original focus model is in use.
•

•

According to /rotse/run/etc/schierd.conf on 3a, the current focus model file
is /rotse/run/etc/focusmod_060726.dat. You may copy this into a new file, and
modify the entry in schierd.conf. Because we are not changing the focus model, the
only number has to be changed is the constant term, which is now 3.64202. The
trick is to find out the offset between the current model and the new good
focus, and add the offset to the current constant. Say, for a certain pointing,
the focus model calculate 3.5, and you find it to be 3.7, then you should put
3.64+0.2=3.84 as the constant. To get what focus the current model gives, just
point with "rmove -r ra -d dec" in rush, while "rmove -r ra -d dec -n" will just
move the mount but NOT the focus.
After you've changed the focus model file, "rhup schierd" again. Then you may
point again with "rmove -r ra -d dec" to see if the focus comes out good. It just
needs to be close enough to the best focus, and mini-focus runs will take care of
the fine tuning.

Related commands are:
[observer@rotse3b
[observer@rotse3b
[observer@rotse3b
[observer@rotse3b
[observer@rotse3b
[observer@rotse3b
[observer@rotse3b
[observer@rotse3b

etc]$
etc]$
etc]$
etc]$
etc]$
etc]$
etc]$
etc]$

rm /rotse/data/pipeline/prod/focus_update.dat
rhup schierd
cd /rotse/run/etc/
vi schierd.conf
cp focusmod_090421.dat focusmod_090806.dat
vi schierd.conf
vi focusmod_090806.dat
rhup schierd

D. Cleaning the Primary mirror
1. Poweroff the mount box and keep the Telescope at the rest position.
2. Open the lower portion shield of the OTA (relatively thin metallic disk in two parts,
screwed with the rest of the OTA from outside). Note that in one side of shield, there are
some cable also attached to the shield, don't do any thing to those cables, just tweak off
the screws (circled in blue) and take off the shield.

3.The dust on the primary mirror can be cleaned up by blowing CO2 gas on its surface.

4. Place and OTA parts back to the respective locations and put the screws back.

C. Changing the DEC Capstan
1. Poweroff the system and park it at appropriate position. Unplug the motor power
supply connecting to move the Capstan on the drive wheel.
2. Take out the 4 screws (circled in blue) through which the motor system is attached to
the rest of the arrangement with the fork of the Telescope. The Telescope will be un
balanced once we take out the motorcapstan system so make necessary arrangements to
keep the Telescope system stable. Note that do not touch the crew circled in red, which
was used for safety. And another big screw with spring (circled in green) is used for
adjusting the intension between the capstan and the mount, which will reflect the voltage
that applied to the capstan driver. If the capstan holder is hard to take off or put back, you

can loosen this crew but have to adjust it after putting the capstan back, the detail will be
given below.

3. Openup another set of 4 screws (circled in blue) in the back and front of the
mechanical system connecting the capstanholder to the motor through a coupler. De
screw the screw (circled in green) on the coupler and the lock on the capstan rod next to
the coupler. Then take the clip out from the edge of the capstan rod and pull out the
capstan from the bearings. Replace the old capstan by a new one and assemble the system
back in a reverse fashion.

4. Put the reassembled capstanmotor system back to the place and tighten the 4 screws
back. As the shredded Capstan has been changed by new one, this might cause an
additional pressure on the drive wheels, causing additional pressure. This additional
might cause increase/decrease in the required voltage (which will cause not moving the
drives correctly) which can be easily read through servo s/w panel or “rmonitor” panel. It
is then very important to tune the bigbolt having spring to get the required voltage back
within limits. The desired values of the voltages are < 1.0/1.5 volt for both the drives in
general.

5.The RA drive also works in a similar fashion. The procedure to change RA capstan is
also same with certain changes in from of positions of the screws. Loosen the big crew
(circled in blue), which is the adjusting bolt with a spring and a lock washer , then the
whole base plate can be turned down, then tweak out the four small screw (circled in
green), the following steps is the same with changing Dec capstan. Note that the small
screw (circled in red) is also for safety, it goes from front to the back, please do not touch
that one.

D. RA/DEC Encoders and the Encoderhead positions:
The LEDs on the encoderheads for both RA and DEC are good indicators for the
proper/mallfunctioning of the Encoder tapes. If the LEDs does not glow green (rather
orange/red or flickering) continuously, indicates a problem in the encoders. Although the
specification for the RGH22Y30D00 encoder head is for a maximum runout of +/0.1
mm, which is comfortably greater than the measured runout of the ROTSEIII mounts.

The screws in the back of encoderhead can be played with to get the LEDs green. It
requires quite a good experience to play with it since it is very sensitive.

E. Vacuum process of the CCD Dewar
Once in a while, It is required to increase the vacuum of the CCD Dewar attached to
ROTSE as backends. To do this, poweroff the Telescope and keep it to the rest position.
Connect the vacuumpump to the metallic outlet in the back of the Camera and tight it
(the crew circled in green). Run the pump. After few minutes , open the valve of the
outlet (circled in blue) and run the pump (which should turn out in form of change in the

pitch of the sound from the pump) for few hours (as long as enough) and then close the

valve and then take the pump connection out after a few minutes by switching off the
pump powersupply.

F: Hardware connection overview
Rotse3x computer is the the kernel of the whole system, many device is connected and/or controlled directly
to this computer.

I/O box: I/O box connect to 3x computer through eth net and controls clam shell. If the clam shell is in auto
mode, there is a light sensor (circled in green) next to the I/O box, which determines the clam shell can be
opened or not. This light sensor is connected to I/O box directly, and they (sensor and I/O box) have a
separately UPS to make sure the clam shell can be closed in case the electricity is cut off. If you want to open
the clam shell manually, you need to switch to manual mode in I/O box first.

Weather station: When running 'rmonitor', weather information can be seen from weathd region. For
these numbers, only the “Precip” information (rectangulared in red) is read from precipitability sensor, which
is also connected to I/O box directly and is very important to determine whether it is rainy or not. Once it
detects rain, I/O box will close the clam shell. Other weather information (rectangulared in blue) is read from
“DAVIS Weather Station”, which is connected to the 3x computer.

Camera: Camera is connected to and controlled by 3x computer directly through PCI card, but its
temperature is read through one of serial port connected to TEC. Different site has different accessories. For
example, 3b have a air pump to keep air dry so as to prevent fogging. All sites except 3a have ThermoCUBE
to improve cooling. 3a still using Recirculator, which is just circulate the liquid in it to take away the heat, but
ThermoCUBE have ability to freeze the liquid.

Focus controller: Focus controller is connected to focus box then connect to and controlled by 3x
computer directly through a serial port.

Mount: Mount is controlled by mount box connected to the mount computer, the mount computer is
connected to 3x computer by a serial port cable.

